
Congratulations on your melt burner purchase from Soul Sister Products. We wish 
you many fragrant moments with your new melt burner. 

Now you can get down to the important task of choosing a fragrance and snap bar 
or box of wax shapes from our wax melt 
range. 

requires 
knowledge of guidelines and care ensuring 
you get the most our of your purchase, whilst 
simultaneously maintaining safety. 
 
The guidelines, when followed, ensure 
enjoyment, value and personal safety and will 
maintain your burner in tip-top shape. 
 

! Please don’t overfill the wax bowl. Just one or two pieces from your clam shell 
or shape pack, or about two small snaps from the snap bar will throw enough 
fragrance around your room. If you overfill, you run the risk of burning yourself 
with molten wax, plus you will have a big mess to clean up! Paper towels come 
in very handy for spillages. 

! Keep your burner, waxes, tea lights and lighter away from children, pets, 
curtains, draughts, wet areas where water is splashed and flammable materials. 
When in use, your burner should be sitting on a flame resistant surface, as with 
all heated objects and candles. 

! Place a tea light candle in the space beneath the well and ensure the wick is 
4mm only and light. Place a fragrant melt in the bowl and make sure that the 
bowl will fill at least ¼ - ½ in volume. As the wax melts, fragrance will disperse 
and the wax will heat up significantly. Depending on the fragrance, you may only 
need to have the tea light candle burning for ½ hour. DO NOT allow your wax 
bowl to actively heat with a tea light candle for more than 1 hour or until you see 
vapours rising from the bowl, whichever occurs first. This is enough time to 
warm up and disperse scent throughout the room. Once vapours arise or you 
have enough scent, extinguish the tea light candle using a wick dipper. 

! NEVER move a hot melt burner which is full of molten wax. Leave everything in 
position until cooled and/or you’re ready to relight. 

! If you see vapours from the fragrance well, extinguish your tea light candle 
immediately. This means the wax is quite hot. The scent will actually last for 
some time. When you are ready to re-light and have another boost of scent, trim 
your wick to 4mm height, removing the blackened section of wick which is 
actually a ball of soot/carbon and re-light the tea light candle. The burn cycle 
starts again. 



 

Consider the benefits of using proper candle care 
equipment. Once you extinguish a flame with the right 
equipment, you will never go back to blowing it out! 
Trimming the wick is a breeze with a pair of wick 
trimmers, otherwise use scissors. We have a beautiful 
range of accessories available should you wish to try 
them. You will never look back after using the right 
tools. 

 
 

! To remove wax that has set to solid and run out of scent, heat a tea light 
underneath for approximately 45-60 seconds. Take 2-4 squares of good quality 
paper towel and gently place pressure on one side of the wax with the pads of 
your thumbs. The wax should slide out slowly in one complete disc shape. DO 
NOT do this with a tea light candle burning. Discard wax into the regular bin, 
wrapped in paper towel and wipe up any other wax surrounding the burner. It’s a 
good habit to clean up straight away and much easier because the wax is soft 
and melted. 

! NEVER put molten wax down your kitchen or laundry sink drain for 
environmental and plumbing reasons!! 

place in the well and relight your tea light candle. Don’t 
forget to trim the wick with a wick trimmer. Snip off the blackened section of the 
wick and light the fresh wick. 

! NEVER use a sharp knife or sharp object to dig around in the melt burner bowl 
trying to remove hardened wax. This point is especially pertinent when dealing 
with beeswax, as it is much harder wax and therefore more heat may be required 
to melt sufficiently for removal with a paper towel. If you use utensils to remove 
the wax from the bowl, you risk injury to yourself AND the melt burner may crack 
and be unsafe to use. Breakages are dangerous and expensive. 

! NEVER put direct flame in the well of your burner 
! NEVER use your melt burner, or leave your melt burner near places that get wet 

or splashed by water. Hot wax and water DO NOT mix. 
! NEVER leave your melt burner unattended. Keep in sight at all times. 

  

                                                           Soul Sister Products    xoxo 


